
Observance of Light 
for variable ensemble 

 
 
6 or 12 players, each instrument (or pair of instruments) reads from their own 
line of the video-score through the whole piece. Each line is indicated in the 
score with a number (1 to 6).  
 
This score is composed of two parts: the instructions and the video-score. The 
video-score serves as the score for the players and must be projected during 
the performance of the piece (for both the players and the audience to see). 
The video-score has six clips, one for each movement. Each movement has its 
own photograph which is to be read by each player (or group of players) by 
following the animated bar that goes through the pictures in the video-score.    
 
The order in which the movements can be played is free and interchangeable. 
Each movement has its own name and its own colour (from the photograph). 
The names of the movements put together make a verse (which changes 
depending on the chosen order). For example, the order of colours magenta-
yellow-red-green-orange-blue will form the following verse: 

 
Four have fallen 

above the lamplit house 
waves for the breeze 

in the tree shade 
how many miles away? 

two more drops 
 

*Fragments of Jack Kerouac’s haikus 
 

Each movement has a duration of a minute and a half, during which the 
players will develop a specific musical process by following certain rules. The 
rules vary on each movement but in most movements are similar. In order to 
make the instructions and musical processes easier to follow, this score also 
contains a table with summarised instructions per movement.  
 
Players will transit the image by following the animated bar of the video-score 
through their own line (marked by a number in the score). Depending on the 
elements of the image that they transit through, they will have to follow 
certain instructions. The elements of the image are the following: 
 

•! Coloured squares (of any of the previously mentioned colours) 
•! White squares 
•! Beams (grey, brown or black) 
•! Striped squares 
•! Trees 
•! White bricks 

  



INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Four have fallen – Magenta  
*Players can use only the following pitches in any octave: A B D# E 
*Overall process: Long notes versus staccato  
 
Material: Players must follow these instructions when transiting the 
mentioned elements.  
 

 Beams and white squares: Sustained single note with a crescendo 
dynamic (from p) 

 Colour squares: Staccato with ff dynamic, using the same pitch of the 
previous long sound. In case the coloured square is in the beginning of the 
score, choose a pitch from the list. After staccato, rest until the next 
element. 

 Striped squares: Effect  
 

*Effect: Player chooses an effect (depending on the instrument) such as:  multiphonics, 
growling, seagull effect, bowing cymbals, etc.  

 
*In case there is percussion in the ensemble, player does a free drum rhythmical solo 

during the whole movement.   
 
 
Above the lamplit house – Yellow 
*Players begin using only the pitch B (in any octave and either single note or 
octave interval).  
*When transiting through a coloured square, player adds a new pitch from 
the row, in the following order: B +G# +F +G +Eb +D 
*The use of pitches is accumulative (when a new pitch is added, the 
previous pitches continue to be used). 
*Dynamics increase (from p) every time a new pitch is added.  
*Overall process: Long notes versus staccato + adding pitches 
 
Material: Players must follow these instructions when transiting the 
mentioned elements.  
 

  Beams and white squares: Sustained, legato note(s) 
 Colour squares: Staccato (with the latest added pitch). After staccato, 

rest until the next element. 
 Striped squares: Effect 
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Waves for the breeze – Red 
*Players can use only the following pitches in any octave: D# G B C# F 
*Overall process: Accellerando-rallentando 
* Each player chooses a short phrase using the given pitches (in any order 
and frequency), which they will repeat doing the accellerando and the 
rallentando. 
*Dynamics increase as the accelerando occurs, and vice versa. 
 
Material: Players must follow these instructions when transiting the 
mentioned elements.  
 

 Beams and white squares: Long, legato notes 
Colour squares: Short notes 
 Striped squares: Effect 

 
*The change between long, legato notes and short notes must be made, even when 

in the middle of a phrase.  
 
In the tree shade – Green 
*This movement consists of two contrasting sections (indicated by the 
diagonal that divides the image in two) 
*Overall process: Contrast between two sections 
 
Material: Players must follow these instructions when transiting the 
mentioned elements.  
 

  Beams and white squares: Play own chosen pitch 
 Colour squares: Play pitch/material of another player  
 Striped squares: Effect 
 Trees: Start/continue chaos 

 
 
First section – Slow, quiet  
*Players can use only the following pitches in any octave: A F# E 
*Players begin by choosing a pitch and playing slow, quiet, long notes 
 
Second section – Chaotic, loud  
*Players can use only the following pitches in any octave: Eb D C 
*Continue the material instructions by playing within the indicated note 
values with a ff dynamic 
 
 

*The order of the transition to the second section (which happens by crossing the 
diagonal in the image) by the players (1-6) is the following: 6-5-4-3-2-1 

*In case there is percussion in the ensemble, player should play a drum in the 
second section   
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How many miles away? – Orange  
*Players can use only the following pitches in any octave: F B C# D# 
*Overall process: Dynamic waves 
*Free and atmospheric movement  
 
Material: Players must follow these instructions when transiting the 
mentioned elements.  
 

 White squares (and bricks): ff 
 Colour squares: pp 
 Striped squares: Effect 

 
*Move from pp to ff and back again slowly, like waves 

 
 
Two more drops – Blue 
*Players begin using the following pitches in any octave: F# A B D# E Bb 
*When transiting a coloured square, players must remove a pitch from the 
row, in the following order: -F# -A -B -D# -E 
*The number of removed pitches varies per instrument 
*Dynamics decrease (from fff) every time a new pitch is removed 
*Overall process: Long notes versus staccato + removing pitches 
 
Material: Players must follow these instructions when transiting the 
mentioned elements.  
 

  Beams and white squares: Long, legato note(s) 
 Colour squares: Staccato (with the first of the remaining pitches). After 

staccato, rest until the next element 
 Striped squares: Effect 
 White bricks: Chosen pedal note (of the remaining pitches) with effect 
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*Effect: Each instrument must choose an effect to do during the striped squares, for example: Oboe: Multiphonics, Accordion: Bellow 
ricochet, Harp: Bartok pizz, Percussion: Gong hit, Viola: Circular bowing, Double Bass: Seagull effect. 

 Four have fallen 
 

Above the lamplit 
house 

Waves for the 
breeze In the tree shade How many 

miles? 
Two more drops 

 

Overall 
process 

Long note vs 
staccato 
 

Legato notes vs 
staccato + adding 
pitches  
 

 
Tempo changes: 
accellerando-
rallentando 

Contrasts between 
2 parts: 
1st: Slow, quiet 
2nd: Loud, chaotic 

Dynamic waves 
 

Long, legato notes 
vs staccato + 
removing pitches  
 

Material 

-Beams+white sq.: 
Long, single note 
-Color sq.: Staccato 
-Striped sq.: Effect 
 
 
*Percussion: See 
extras below 
 

-Beams+white sq.: 
Long, legato note or 
interval 
-Color sq.: Staccato 
(with the last added 
pitch) 
-Striped sq.: Effect 

-Beams+white 
sq.: Long, legato 
note or interval 
-Color sq.: Short 
notes 
-Striped sq.: 
Effect 
 
Play chosen 
phrase, making a 
natural acell. 
followed by a rall. 
until the end 

Beginning: player 
chooses a pitch 
-White sq.: Own 
chosen pitch 
-Color sq.: 
Pitch/material of 
another player 
-Trees: 
Start/continue 
chaos 
-Striped sq.: Effect 
 
-1st Part: Slow, long 
notes, quiet 
-2nd Part: Chaotic, 
fast, loud 

Always long 
notes, intervals, 
chords, trills, 
tremolo. 
White sq. and 
bricks: ff 
Color sq.: pp 
Striped sq.: 
Effect 
 
 
 

Beams+white sq.: 
Long 
note/interval/chord 
Color sq.: Staccato 
(with the first of 
remaining pitches) 
Striped sq.: Effect 
 
White bricks: 
Pedal note with 
chosen effect 

Pitches A B D# E B +G#+F+G+Eb+D D# G B C# F 1st: A F# E 
2nd: Eb D C F B C# D# F# -A -B -D# -E-Bb 

Dynamics 

 
p     ff 
 
long------------stacc. 

Increase dynamic 
with every new pitch, 
from p to ff 
 

Beginning p and 
gradually increase 
dynamics to ff, 
then back towards 
p 

1st: p 
2nd: fff 

Move from pp to 
ff  (and back) 
softly, like waves 

Decrease dynamic 
with every removed 
pitch, from fff to p 
 

Extras *Percussion: Free 
drum rhythmic solo   

*Percussion plays 
2nd part with drum 
 

 

*The number of 
removed pitches 
varies per 
instrument 
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